Diagnosis is increasingly important, not only for individual analysis of failing ICs, but also for high-volume test response analysis which enables yield and test improvement. Scan chain defects constitute a significant fraction of the overall digital defect universe, and hence it is well justified that scan chain diagnosis has received increasing research attention in recent years. In this paper, we address the problem of scan chain diagnosis for intermittent faults. We show that the conventional scan chain test pattern is likely to miss an intermittent fault, or inaccurately diagnose it. We propose an improved scan chain test pattern which we show to be effective. Subsequently, we demonstrate that the conventional bound calculation algorithm is likely to produce wrong results in the case of an intermittent fault. We propose a new lowerbound calculation method which does generate correct and tight bounds, even for an intermittence probability as low as 10%.
Introduction
Diagnosis is the process of pinpointing the failure type and location on the basis of failing test responses. Diagnosis is increasingly important. Traditionally, diagnosis has the role of pre-processing step before physical failure analysis (PFA). PFA tools provide the ultimate defect confirmation in the form of a microscopic defect image. A diagnosis software tool gives the necessary direction guidance to the peephole view of these PFA tools. The detailed PFA investigations provide valuable information, but are, due to their time-consuming and labor-intensive nature, restricted to individual cases, such as customer returns. Recently, diagnosis also has started to play a role in yield and test improvement actions [1, 2] . Many of the ICs that fail the volumeproduction test are now subjected to diagnosis-only runs, that report on a statistically significant basis which types of failures and which failure locations are most prominent and need fixing. This high-volume diagnosis is only possible, because the diagnosis step is fully automated, and the time-consuming, labor-intensive PFA step is omitted.
Scan design is the most commonly practiced form of design-fortestability. The prime function of scan chains is to provide the on-chip test access infrastructure for the combinational logic. However, scan chains themselves can also be subject to defects, and hence also require testing and corresponding diagnosis methods. The test for the scan chain(s) covers both the scan chain connections, as well as the functional flip-flops that constitute the scan chain(s); in total, this might correspond to up to ∼30% of the standard-cell area [3] and hence account for a similarly-sized fraction of all standard-cell defects.
In this paper, we address scan chain diagnosis under the assumption of a single, but possibly intermittent fault. With 'intermittent', we mean that the fault can at random moments exhibit its fault effect, or not. The intermittent fault has an intermittence probability p, with 0 < p < 1.
For p = 0, the scan chains are fault free, and for p = 1, the scan chain fault is permanent. Note that p is unknown at the start of the diagnosis process. Previous papers have published both theoretical insight [4] in and industrial evidence [5] for the actual occurence of intermittent scan chain faults. In this paper, we restrict ourselves to six commonlyassumed functional fault types for scan chains, but now with intermittent behavior. The random intermittent behavior of the scan chain fault provides a difficult situation for diagnosis, as the fault effect might be absent at crucial moments. Consequently, the conventional scan chain diagnosis procedure will often result in wrong diagnosis conclusions. We propose a new scan chain test and a new bound calculation, which do provide accurate diagnosis results, even for low intermittence probabilities.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes both the scan chain test and the logic test. Related prior work is reviewed in Section 3. Section 4 describes why the conventional scan chain test pattern is likely to miss intermittent faults, proposes an improved test pattern, analyzes its effectiveness, and shows that its associated costs are negligible. Section 5 demonstrates that, in the presence of intermittent faults, the conventional bound calculation is likely to give wrong results, and proposes a new lowerbound calculation method which does not suffer from this problem. Section 6 concludes this paper.
cuses on the detection of faults in the combinational logic in between the scan flip-flops. The differences between logic test and scan chain test are summarized in Table 1 The scan chain test typically consists of one short pattern, which detects all fault types considered, and is independent from the circuit or scan chain design. Commonly used scan chain test patterns are 010, 00110, and 11001100 1 [6] [7] [8] . Optionally, this test pattern is preceeded by an initialization sequence of the length of the scan chain; mandatorily, this test pattern is succeeded by a 'push-through' sequence of the length of the scan chain.
In this paper, we follow the majority of the publications in scan chain diagnosis and assume six functional scan fault models: Stuckat-Zero/One (SA0, SA1) and Fast/Slow-to-Fall/Rise (FTF, FTR, STF, STR). Table 2 shows for the scan chain test pattern 11001100 what happens in the fault free case, and in the cases of these six fault types. In the second column the sensitive bits are indicated by means of a bold font. Sensitive bits are bits of the test pattern which are sensitive to the fault type at hand, i.e., bits of which the value will get inverted if the fault behaves according to that fault type. The third column of Table 2 shows the test responses in the fault-free case and for each of the six fault types. The failing bits in the test responses are indicated by means of underlining. As example, we take a closer look at what happens in the case of a Fast-to-Fall (FTF) fault. The pattern has only one falling (1-to-0) transition, viz. from Bit 4 to Bit 5 2 . The Fast-to-Fall fault models that the transition comes earlier than expected. Consequently, Bit 4 is the (bold) sensitive bit, and if the FTF fault indeed occurs, this Bit 4 is inverted from its correct value 1 to an (underlined) faulty value 0.
As can be seen in Table 2 , the six fault types can be classified as either 0-Generator or 1-Generator. The 0-Generators (SA0, FTF, and STR) only generate faulty bits with logic value 0, while the 1-Generators (SA1, FTR, and STF) only generate faulty bits with logic value 1. Note that the faulty bits of 0-Generators FTF and STR are true subsets of the faulty bits of a Stuck-at-Zero fault; likewise, the faulty bits of 1-Generators FTR and STF are true subsets of the faulty bits of a Stuck-at-One fault. The logic test does not explicity go after faults in the scan chain, but as it utilizes the scan chain(s) to transport test stimuli and responses, a fault in the scan chain(s) will nevertheless in virtually all cases lead to faulty responses. Actually, a single faulty scan flip-flop typically leads to numerous faulty test response bits. This is due to the fact that a scan chain fault is active both during scan-in and scan-out, and during both operations can affect multiple bits. This is illustrated in Figure 1 . Figure 1(a) shows which stimuli we intended to apply from the external test equipment, and, due to the single fault in Bit 5 of Chain 2, which stimuli really got scanned in. Note that the single faulty scan flip-flop already leads here to three corrupted stimulus bits (indicated by an underline), all in Chain 2. Figure 1(b) shows both which test responses got captured after the launch/capture cycle, and subsequently which test responses got scanned out to the external test equipment. The three corrupted stimulus bits in Chain 2 have spread to seven corrupted captured response bits, now in all chains and some primary outputs. Upon scan-out, the number of faulty responses in Chain 2 still grows larger, as the bad scan flip-flop affects even more bits during scan-out. In total, we observe nine faulty response bits! Note that the response in Chain 2, Bit 7 (indicated by means of a dashed circle) is correct, but only because it got corrupted twice; once during scan-in, and once during scan-out.
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Related Prior Work
An effective scan chain test is able to determine the fault type, and, in case of multiple parallel scan chains, also pinpoint which scan chain is faulty. However, the scan chain test does not provide sufficient information to determine which scan flip-flop is faulty within a faulty scan chain; as the scan chain test is based on shift operation only, a faulty response is independent from the index number of the faulty flip-flop.
An overview of solution approaches to this problem is recently published by Huang et al. [9] . Solutions include adding extra on-chip hardware [10] [11] [12] or generating additional diagnostic test patterns [13, 14] . Although effective, these approaches are intrusive w.r.t. design and/or test flow.
A third solution approach is to exploit the fail data of the logic test (in addition to the fail data of the scan chain test) to perform scan chain diagnosis [15, 16] . Although the test patterns of the logic test were not generated with scan chain diagnosis in mind, they typically provide sufficient data to achieve accurate diagnosis results. As this approach does require only an additional diagnosis software run, and neither extra design-for-test hardware nor extra test patterns, the approach has gained quite some popularity in industrial settings. In this paper, we refer to this approach as the conventional scan chain diagnosis approach. It is described in more detail in the following four paragraphs.
Once the failing scan chain and fault type are determined by means of diagnosis of the scan chain test fails, the conventional approach consists of two steps: (1) Bound Calculation and (2) Score Calculation. Bound Calculation sets upper-and lowerbounds on the range of suspect flip-flops (formally excluding the flip-flops outside the bounds as fault candidates), while Score Calculation assigns suspect scores to the flip-flops within the bounds.
In Bound Calculation, all logic test patterns are iteratively re-simulated and compared with the fail data as observed on the ATE. Subsequently the comparison between what came out of the logic resimulation and the fail data actually observed on the ATE is as depicted in Figure 3 . ATE fail bits are denoted as underlined red bold bits. The X-marked values might be due to faults occuring during scan-in and are ignored during the comparison (dark-gray). The remaining fails can only be caused during scan-out. Starting on the downstream (scanout) side of Chain 2 and going upstream, we search for the first failing bit, and place our new upperbound for the faulty scan flip-flop location left of it. In the example, the upperbound (UB) is set at Bit 5. The rationale for this UB setting is that scan-out fails affect only bits in or upstream of the faulty flip-flop. Similarly, the new lowerbound for the faulty scan flip-flop location is set left of the last passing sensitive bit downstream of the upperbound; in the example, the last passing sensitive bit is Bit 1, so the lowerbound (LB) is set at Bit 2. The rationale for this LB setting is that the sensitive Bit 1 would have failed in case it had passed the faulty scan flip-flop upon scan-out; the fact that it did not, indicates that Bit 1 must be downstream of the faulty scan flip-flop.
(a) simulation start with X in suspect flip-flops (b) simulation result This process is executed for all logic patterns and the upper-and lowerbound are set as narrow as indicated by any of the patterns. This process can be repeated iteratively, where every new run starts with tighter bounds and hence less Xs, until no further improvement of the bounds is obtained.
The conventional scan chain diagnosis approach assumes a single permanent scan chain fault. There are only few papers that address the problem of scan chain diagnosis in the presence of an intermittent fault. Ghosh et al. worked on this problem for core-based SOCs [17] , but their diagnosis accuracy is only down to the core level, and does not identify individual failing scan flip-flops. Most work on scan chain diagnosis for intermittent faults is published by an author team led by Huang [4, 5, 18] . They provide both theoretical insight [4] in and industrial evidence [5] for the actual occurence of intermittent scan chain faults. For possibly intermittent FTF and FTR fault types, assuming a single [5] or multiple [18] faults per scan chain, they present enhanced upper-and lowerbound calculation procedures and a statistical score calculation. Their approach has several shortcomings. Firstly, they have ignored the potential issues with intermittent faults during the scan chain test, despite the fact that an accurate diagnosis of the scan chain test results (1) is indispensible for determining whether we need to activate either logic or scan chain diagnosis, and (2) is a required pre-amble for determining faulty scan chain and fault type in scan chain diagnosis. We address this in issue in Section 4. Secondly, [5] remarks that lowerbound calculation in the presence of intermittent faults is "kind of tricky", without providing further details. In Section 5 of our paper, we analyze and explain the root cause of the problems with intermittent faults during bound calculation, showing that the bounds calculated in the conventional way might simply be incorrect. We also provide experimental data that illustrates the magnitude of the problem: how far off can the bounds be, and how often does that happen? Subsequently, we present an always-correct new way of bound calculation. Finally, the experimental results in [5, 18] are based on only a few individual cases of faulty scan flip-flops, and result in a relatively large number of fault candidates, especially for intermittence probability p = 60%. Our experimental results in Section 5 provide a more thorough analysis, considering as fault source scan flip-flops at structured intervals all over the scan chain length and also considering more and lower levels of intermittence probability. Our improved bound calculation procedures are always correct, and produce very tight bounds (even for intermittence probabilities as low as p = 20% or p = 10%), leaving little work for subsequent Score Calculation.
Scan Chain Test Pattern
We define a fault activation sequence for fault type f as a bit sequence within a scan chain test pattern that activates (or, for an intermittent fault, potentially activates) a fault of type f . For fault type f , let af denote the fault activation count of f for a given scan chain test pattern, i.e., the number of times the fault activation sequence of f occurs in the test pattern. The total fault activation (TFA) is the sum of fault activation counts for all six fault types:
For example: for scan chain test pattern 11001100, aSA0 = aSA1 = 4, aFTR = aSTR = 2, and aFTF = aSTF = 1. In this example, TFA = 12.
We expect from a scan chain test to accurately detect if a scan chain is faulty, and if so, diagnose what fault type it suffers from. The conventional scan chain test pattern 11001100 is a sufficient test pattern for the diagnosis of a single permanent fault, as it meets the following two requirements: every fault type f has at least one fault activation sequence within the test pattern, i.e., af ≥ 1 for all f , and different fault types lead to distinguishable test responses. However, in the case of intermittent faults, the conventional scan chain test pattern might not be sufficient, due to the fact that the fault effect can be absent at random moments in time.
The first problem with the conventional scan chain test pattern 11001100 is that it is short; only eight bits. This means that all six faults considered have a low fault activation count. If we are unlucky, our scan chain suffers from an intermittent fault that just happens not to occur at these few crucial moments, and hence goes unnoticed. To increase the small activation counts, it is required to increase the length of the scan chain test pattern. The associated cost is that this will increase the test length, i.e., the test application time and the required vector memory on the ATE. Fortunately, since the conventional scan chain test pattern consumes actually only a very tiny fraction of the overall test length, we can easily increase its length substantially, without incurring a significant impact on the overall test length. Let n denote the length of the scan chain test pattern (in bits), t the number of logic test patterns, and s the maximum scan chain length (in bits), then test length T (in clock cycles) is expressed by
where term (4.2) denotes the contribution of the logic test, and term (4.3) denotes the contribution of the scan chain test. For an example industrial SOC, typical parameters are n = 8, t = 5000 and s = 10000 [19] . In this example, the parameters yield a total test length T = 50, 025, 008. Clearly, the contribution of the scan chain test pattern length n in the overall test length T is negligible. We can increase n with a factor 10,000 and still it contributes for only about 0.18% to T .
The second problem is to define the best content of the pattern for a given length n of the scan chain test pattern. The highest TFA is obtained by a sequence of alternating bit values, viz. 1010. . .1010. Unfortunately, this pattern suffers from poor diagnostic resolution. An expected 0 bit that fails as 1 could be caused by an (intermittent) version of any of the three 1-Generators: SA1, FTR, or STF. Similarly, an expected 1 bit that fails as 0 could be caused by an (intermittent) version of any of the three 0-Generators: SA0, FTF, or STR. As it does not provide a conclusive diagnostic verdict, we conclude that a sequence of alternating bit values is not a suitable scan chain test pattern.
The scan chain test pattern with the next-highest TFA value is an nbit sequence with consecutive zeros and ones in runs of length two: 1100. . .1100. We first analyze this pattern for the 1-Generators SA1, FTR, and STF. For n = 8, a FTR can affect bits marked by x, while an STF can affect bits marked by y: 11xy11xy11x0. We make the following two observations. First, bits that are affected by FTR and STF faults are mutually exclusive. Second, any fail of both bits x and y must be due to a SA1, given our single-fault assumption.
Based on these two observations, we formulate three cases for the bits in the test responses.
1. If at least one x bit failed and at least one y bit failed, the fault is a SA1.
2. If all failing test response bits are of type x, the fault is either a FTR or a SA1.
3. If all failing test response bits are of type y, the fault is either a STF or a SA1.
The first case yields a conclusive diagnosis verdict. Some failing bits point towards a SA1 or FTR; other failing bits point towards a SA1 or STF. Under the assumption of a single fault, the fault present must be an intermittent SA1.
In the second case, it is not possible to immediately diagnose the fault effect to FTR or SA1. However, for a scan test sequence 1100. . .1100 of n bits, there are n/2 0s, which are possibilities to detect a SA1, and n/4 10 sequences, which are possibilities to detect a FTR. The probability that the fault is a SA1, and that all failing bits are of type x, is equal to the probability that no y bits are failing and given by:
where p is the intermittence probability and n is the number of bits in the scan chain test pattern. This probability of the fault being a SA1 decays very fast with increasing n; for a probability of intermittence as low as p = 0.1 and n = 1000, the chance that this fault was a SA1 is less than 1 × 10 −11 , and hence negligible.
A similar argument applies to Case 3. Therefore, under the requirement that n is sufficiently large, we can rewrite the three cases as follows.
2. If all failing bits are of type x, the fault is a FTR.
3. If all failing bits are of type y, the fault is a STF.
The analysis above is for the 1-Generator faults (SA1, FTR, and STF); the analysis for the 0-Generators (SA0, FTF, STR) is similar.
The scan chain test pattern that provides maximized TFA and sufficient diagnostic distinction between the six fault types considered is 1100. . .1100 for large-enough length n.
Bound Calculation

Conventional Bounds Go Wrong
We use the running example that has been used throughout this paper (in Figures 1, 2 , and 3) to illustrate how the conventional Bound Calculation algorithm might produce wrong results for an intermittent fault. The example contains three scan chains. Bit 5 of Chain 2 contains a SA0 fault. In the first iteration of Bound Calculation (see Figure 3), the upperbound UB was set at Bit 5 and the lowerbound LB at Bit 2; this is again depicted in Figure 4 (a). These bounds are correct, in the sense that the actual faulty scan flip-flop is contained within the bounds. Imagine now a situation in which the fault in Bit 5 is not a permanent, but an intermittent SA0 fault. Due to its intermittent behavior, the test response in Bit 5 of the Chain 2 was not faulty (L), but actually correct (H); this situation is depicted in Figure 4 (b). The subsequent Bound Calculation will now calculate the upper-and lowerbound to be at resp. Bits 8 and 6. The calculated bound interval is non-overlapping with the original case, does not include the actual faulty scan flip-flop, and hence is wrong.
Experimental results confirm that intermittent faults indeed cause upperbounds to be loose and lowerbounds to be incorrect. We have performed experiments on ISCAS'89 benchmark circuit s38584 [20] .
(a) Correct bound setting for a permanent fault.
(b) Incorrect bound setting for an intermittent fault. The full-scan version of this circuit contains 1452 scan flip-flops, which we partitioned over 10 balanced scan chains of lengths 145 and 146 flip-flops. In total 127 stuck-at logic test patterns were generated with NXP's in-house ATPG tool AMSAL. We simulated the fault effect of a single faulty scan flip-flop on these test patterns, for all scan flipflops and six fault types. The intermittent fault effect was simulated by pseudo-random fault activation, which we performed at various intermittence probabilities p. Subsequently, upper-and lowerbounds were computed using the conventional procedures. Figure 5 shows that for all cases displayed, the upperbound is nonnegative, and hence correct. However, often the upperbound is quite loose, and, as expected, this effect increases for decreasing intermittence probabilities. Figure 6 shows that for the majority of cases, the lowerbound is positive and hence incorrect. As expected, this effect increases for decreasing intermittence probabilities. Also, the effect coincides with those cases where the upperbound is loose. This can be explained, as the definition of the lowerbound is relative to the upperbound, and the looser the upperbound, the more chance for the lowerbound to be wrong. 
New, Correct Lowerbound Calculation
The fundamental reason for the conventional lowerbound calculation to go wrong on intermittent faults is that it is searching for a last passing sensitive bit. With an intermittent fault, a normally failing bit might incidentally turn into a passing one, and lead to an incorrect lowerbound, upstream of the actual faulty flip-flop. Hence, we have developed a new lowerbound calculation routine, which does not become incorrect due to intermittent faults. This is achieved by having the new routine not search for passing bits, but for failing bits instead. Intermittents faults can cause the new lowerbound to be looser than strictly necessary, but not wrong.
The new lowerbound calculation iterates over the scan flip-flops in the faulty scan chain, starting at the upperbound flip-flop and going downstream. For each scan flip-flop F under consideration, we temporarily assume it is the faulty flip-flop. We simulate all test patterns, while masking upon scan-in all sensitive bits downstream of and including F by X. Under the assumption that F is indeed the faulty scan flip-flop, all fault effects caused by scan-in are now masked by X values. After simulation, any non-masked fails observed should therefore be caused by the scan-out operation, and consequently be located upstream of or at F . If this is indeed the case, we move the lowerbound one bit downstream such that F is now included in the bound range, and go to the next iteration. If after the simulation we encounter any non-masked fails downstream of F or in the other, non-faulty scan chains, we know that our temporary assumption that F is the faulty scan flip-flop is not correct; upon scan-in, fails also occured upstream of F . Hence, given the fact that there can only be one faulty scan flip-flop, F must be downstream of the lowerbound. In that case, the iteration is terminated with the new lowerbound set immediately upstream of F . Figure 9 depicts a snapshot on the algorithm in action. Before this snapshot was taken, the upperbound has been calculated to be at Bit 6 of Chain 2. Subsequently, Bits 6 downto 4 have already been considered as the faulty flip-flop. At the moment of the snapshot, the algorithm has arrived at Bit 3 set as flip-flop F (indicated by the dashed purple circle in Figure 9 (a)). We run a simulation with the sensitive bits downstream of and including F masked by X. For a SA0 fault, sensitive bits are bits with logic value '1'. Assuming F is indeed the faulty flip-flop, after simulation non-masked faulty responses should only occur upstream of or at F (indicated by the fat dark-blue rectangle in Figure 9 (b)). Faulty responses are denoted by a bold underlined bit, whereas masked responses are denoted by bit value X. Two responses that would have been faulty if the fault at hand was permanent are indicated with a light-green dashed circle; due to the intermittent behavior of the fault, they are fault-free. Figure 9 (b) shows one non-masked faulty response outside the dark-blue rectangular box, viz. Bit 6 in Chain 3 (in red). This proves that our temporary assumption that F is the faulty flip-flop is incorrect. Hence, the calculation is terminated and the final lowerbound is set immediately upstream of F . Figure 11 shows the same data for a single FTF fault in Chain 5. Also here, the new lowerbound is correct for all cases. The new lowerbound is a bit less tight, up to a case with position −24 for p = 10%; given the low intermittence probability, we still consider this an acceptable result. in the calculated bounds. We can see from the table that for the conventional Bound Calculation, the percentage of misses is quite significant and increases with decreasing intermittence probability p. The new Bound Calculation method, on the other hand, shows no misses at all, not even for the low intermittence probabilities. Columns 3 and 5 of Table 4 show the average size of the calculated bounds interval, i.e., upperbound minus lowerbound. Note that all bound intervals calculated are small. The bound interval of the conventional Bound Calculation method is the smallest, but, as we know from Column 2 in the table, often wrong. It is of no use to have a small bound interval if the actual faulty scan flip-flop is not included in it, as neither Score Calculation nor PFA will be able to pinpoint the actual fault cause. We observe that the bound intervals of the new method are slightly larger, and increase in size for decreasing intermittence probability p. However, their strong point is that the actual faulty scan flip-flop is always included in the bound interval. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we addressed the topic of scan chain diagnosis under the assumption of a single, but possibly intermittent fault. We showed that due to the short length of the conventional scan chain test pattern, it has a high probability to miss an intermittent fault. The solution is to extend the scan chain test pattern into a much longer sequence. We demonstrated that for a typical industrial IC, the length of the scan chain test pattern, and hence the detection probability of an intermittent fault, can easily be increased with a factor 10,000 without significantly impacting the overall test length. We also showed that a sufficiently extended version of the conventional scan test pattern, 1100. . .1100, provides sufficient diagnostic distinction between the six fault types under consideration.
Subsequently we demonstrated that the conventional algorithm for Bound Calculation might go wrong for intermittent faults. The upperbound might become arbitrarily loose, but at least is still correct. The conventional lowerbound, however, might simply be wrong, such that the bounded interval does not include the actual faulty scan flip-flop, and the scan chain diagnosis algorithm has no chance of producing a correct diagnosis result. We showed that this scenario is quite likely to happen, especially if the intermittence probability is low. We presented a new lowerbound calculation algorithm, which, at the expense of increased compute time, produces an always correct lowerbound, also in the case of an intermittent scan chain fault. Our experimental results show that the resulting new bound interval is both correct and narrow.
